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Tender for supply of pipes 
 
    
  
Tenders Committee of Harouge Oil Operations announces its desire to pose tender to 
purchase of pipes (Pipeline to connect the new wells of Amal field)  
        
Interested, capable and specialized companies and Tashrukiat should apply to the 
company's headquarter in Tripoli at Janat Alaaref beside the building of NOC, to draw 
manual of specification during office hours from 09:00 to 12:00. Last date for obtaining 
documents will be on 9/5/2010, according the following conditions:  
1-      To submit the documents show fully legalization & licensed documents to execute 
the required works.  
2-      The bidder should have experience in this field and to submit the documents of 
experience to execute similar works.  
3-      To submit the financial status for the last three years.  
4-      To draw the manual of specification against payment of L.D 100 non refundable by 
certified cheque issued by working bank in Libya in the name of Harouge Oil Operations. 
5-      To submit the offers in two closed envelopes sealed with red wax, the first 
envelope include the financial & technical offers with the prices, the second envelope 
include the financial & technical offers without prices.  
6-      The bidder should accept the conditions in the manual of tender. 
7-      To submit the offers during office hours to the main tenders committee; in closed 
envelopes sealed with red wax before 23/5/2010.  
8-      The company is not obliged to accept the lowest prices. 
9-      The company has a right to refuse the offer from the companies which are not 
capable and can't execute the project.  
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